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Overview of Financial Modeling

- Definitions of Financial Modeling

- Modeling Environment & Classification

- Spreadsheet Design Principles:

- Best Practices in Building Financial Models

 Model Planning

 Formula Planning

 Cell & Range Naming

 Block Planning

 Model Testing

 Model Protection
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Fathers of Finance Models

- 18th Century Discovery

 Jacque Bernoulli, a Swiss mathematician, introduced the world to his 

Bernoulli Trial, the basic construct of all probability theory.

 Abraham Moivre derived a Normal Distribution in Latin and later published it 

as Doctrine of Chances in 1738.

- Early 20th Century Breakthrough

 In 1900, a French man named Louie Bachelier gave birth to a Continuous-

time Stochastic Process (Brownian motion), 5 years before Einstein 

rediscovered the same thing, and a Discrete-time Binomial Process (option 

pricing model), 73 years before Black-Scholes famous derivative formula.

 His Sorbonne thesis entitled Theory of Speculation only got him an honor 

instead of the highest honor.
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Financial model can…

- Broadly mean

▪ An approximation of complex reality reflecting a firm’s market 

environments (setting), strategic and business positions (stock) and 

operating activities (flow) used for making decisions and monitoring 

performance.

- Narrowly mean

▪ A computer-based representation of a firm’s operations as a series 

of physical (real) and accounting (financial) relationships focusing on 

key performance indicators that are used for planning and 

evaluation purposes.
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Financial Modeling Background

- Links between finance theory and applications

▪ Basic building blocks for asset, business, and investment valuation

▪ Key issues in and components for making prudent financial decisions

▪ Essential factors and drivers of value in effective financial management

- Skills in analytical and computerized modeling

▪ Fundamentals of financial modeling and business-solution development

▪ Design of user-based models to suit business & financial requirements

▪ Implementation of adaptive models to tackle specific analytical tasks
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Why Construct a Model?

- Advantages
▪ Asking “what if?”

▪ Experiment

▪ Learning

▪ Reduction of risk

- Disadvantages
▪ Expenses in development

▪ Amount of time consumed

▪ Only approximate answers

▪ Difficulty of validation

▪ Results often maintained as truth
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Business Modeling Process

Real-life 

opportunity or 

problem

Step 1: Opportunity/ 

Problem recognition

Step 2: Model 

formulation

Step 3: Data collection

Step 4: Analysis of the 

model

Step 5: Implementation 

& project management

Validation

Solution testing, 

verfication
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The Influence Diagram

- Display all of the decisions, intermediate variables and outcome 

attributes that pertain to a problem, along with the influence 

relationship

- Tool for "muddling through”

- Communication tool

- Separate the model logic from the 

implementation details
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Model Characteristics

- Scale

- Detail

- Flexibility

- Cost
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Limitations of the Model

- Models handle quantifiable data well, qualitative are difficult  to 

include:

▪ They require judgment and care by the modeler

▪ Models include only selected details, significant factors may 

be left out

▪ Model may become more important to the modeler than the 

reality itself
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Modeling Environment
- Forward-looking Planning

▪ Prediction of trends and most likely future events

▪ Forecasting of short- and long-term financial outcomes

▪ Ex-ante estimation of impacts on financial performance

- Backward-looking Monitoring

▪ Comparing of actual results with planned outcomes

▪ Evaluating financial performance against benchmarks

▪ Ex-post review of current plans for possible modification

- Real-time Decision-making

▪ Dealing with non-recurring, non-standardized issues

▪ Relying more on external source of inputs and variables

▪ Requiring ad hoc teams to oversee and make decisions
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Spreadsheet Model Design

- Model Planning

 Fit the backgrounds and skills of model users

 Address requirements/functions of model users

 Gear towards one or more modelling objectives

 Incorporate clear assumptions and model logics

 Anticipate ambiguities and correct potential errors

- Formula Planning

 Use cell reference instead of fixed value in a formula

 Understand relative, absolute, and mixed cell reference

- Cell & Range Naming

 Name unique cell references for frequent uses

 Name unique data range to simplify referencing
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Spreadsheet Model Design
- Block Planning

 Arrange spreadsheet into 5 separate blocks:

▪ Documentation block: showing model instructions

▪ Input block: collecting data values for calculation

▪ Logic block: containing model calculation processes

▪ Report block: showing final outputs of the model

▪ Macro block: storing executable program codes

- Model Testing

 Verify that the model is free from input & logical errors

 Use Excel’s built-in audit tools to trace model errors

- Model Protection

 Use Excel’s protection to prevent content changes

 Change passwords frequently for added security
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Models & Complexity

- Designing a spreadsheet model

▪ By adopting sound principles of financial model design

▪ With Microsoft® Excel’s built-in logical functions

▪ With Microsoft® Excel’s VBA, R, Python, C++, etc

- Apply modeling techniques to basic finance topics

▪ Time value of money (i.e., present & future value of cash flows)

▪ Cost of financing (i.e., discount rate for measuring present value)

▪ Business valuation (i.e., using TVM and discount rates to value firms)
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Models & Complexity

- Operationalizing a spreadsheet model

▪ Using Excel’s built-in formulae and functions to compute 

generic parameters

▪ Creating user-defined formulae and functions to derived 

specific parameters

▪ Building complex yet effective financial models with all 

desirable features

- Apply modeling techniques to practical finance topics

▪ Estimating discount rates from accounting and market data

▪ Forecasting business cash flows from the firm’s financial 

statements

▪ Evaluating economic and financial viability of new investment 

programs
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Spreadsheet Model Design Principles

- Spreadsheet model planning

- Formula flexibility

- Formula efficiency

- Careful use of range names

- Block model layout

- Auditing spreadsheet models
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Financial Modeling Design Principles 

Best Practices

- Good spreadsheet model design practices will help:

▪ Improve the chance that the model will meet the user’s 

requirements

▪ Reduce the risk of either “existing” or “potential”, thereby improving 

the current and future accuracy and usefulness of the model

▪ Improve the ease of understanding of the model layout, calculations 

and reports

▪ Improve the models flexibility, including the ease of maintenance

▪ Improve the “auditability” of the model

▪ Improve the efficiency of computer resource usage
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Q & A


